Restricted TOO

Fresh off the betrayals of their loved ones, fated lovers - street monarch turned business
mogul, Julez Payne, and the lovely Jordin Spears - are finally united at last, and their once
restricted love is now a reality. Having survived the near fatal shooting at the hands of her
ex-boyfriend, Slim, Jordin is struggling to forego the past and move on. However, Julez
refuses to let it rest... and he is not the only one. Julezs estranged wife, Noelle, now teamed up
with the ruthless Slim, still can not stomach the couples happily ever after. And they will do
just about anything to put an end to it. But in this twisted tale of revenge, it is difficult to
decipher, who is the hunter and who is the prey? The second and final Restricted novel takes
you once again into the eventful lives of the cast in this urban soap opera, where all from the
original is now amplified! Desire, deception, death, and destruction, this love thriller is
action-packed with it all, and you will be left breathless until the very last word. They say
revenge is a dish best served cold. So grab hold of your knife and fork. Your access is now
UNRESTRICTED!
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